**DISCLAIMER:**

The information, views, and opinions contained in the videos and articles linked on this site http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of Davoud Tohidy.

Davoud Tohidy will not be responsible for any information found in the videos and linked web sites or their associated links. Davoud Tohidy assumes no responsibility for the content of videos and articles linked on this site.

All Graphics contained within on this website http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca/ and its associated facebook page the "Canadian Geoengineering and Chemtrails Criminal Lawsuit Campaign" are the copyrighted property of Davoud Tohidy. Reproduction or modification of the graphics for any purpose is prohibited without the express written permission of Davoud Tohidy. However redistribution of the graphics through a link to the campaign page and or its associated website mentioned above is allowed.

The information, views, and opinions contained on the websites linked on http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca/ and on the "Canadian Geoengineering and Chemtrails Criminal Lawsuit Campaign" Facebook page posted by members (who have liked the above mentioned campaign page) or non-members and general public who comment on this campaign page without liking this page, are those of the members and non-members and public and do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of Davoud Tohidy.

Davoud Tohidy will not be responsible for any information found on linked web sites or their associated links. Posts, articles and links are allowed for the convenience of the readers / members and non-members and public and not as an endorsement of their contents.

Davoud Tohidy reserves the right to modify this disclaimer without notice. It is the responsibility of the public to check for updated version of this disclaimer on this site.

Brian Holmes has nothing to do with this lawsuit campaign and is not involved in any phases of this lawsuit campaign.